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Abstract. Retail site selection is a critical stage for a new retailer since it helps
them to decide which locations have the best chance of delivering a good return
on investment. Most of the new retailers will face problems while selecting a
retail site for new business. Work presented in this paper will focus on predic-
tive modelling by using the geographical variables and demographic variables.
Besides, an analytical dataset will be constructed that generated by several algo-
rithm and the five different feature selection will be performed on the analytical
dataset to increase the efficiency of models. There are six classification models
were developed in this project, which is Random Forest Classifier, XGBoost Clas-
sifier, Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes Classifier and Decision Tree Classifier.
Besides, a deep learning classification models will be developed in this project,
which is Multi-layer Perceptron Classifier. Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1-
Score are used to evaluate the performance of classification models in this project.
Among all models that constructed by using different features of several feature
selection, XGBoost Classifier has the highest accuracy, which is around 94%.

Keywords: Retail-Site-Recommendation · Feature Selection ·Machine
Learning Model

1 Introduction

Retail, is the sales of items or services by a corporation to a customer for personal
consumption, it may be a way of earning profit by selling products or services through
various channels of distribution andmerchants satisfy demand that has been identified by
a supply chain [1]. According to [2], retail has been divided into three main categories:
(i) Convenience Goods, such as groceries and daily provisions; (ii) Shopping or Com-
parison Goods, which refer to relatively more expensive items purchased at less regular
intervals; and (iii) Specialty Goods, which are other items that appeal to higher-income
customers. Moreover, retail can be split into small-scale and large-scale establishments.
Single-propriety stores and non-store operators such as hawkers, peddlers, and market
stalls are examples of small-scale retailers. Superstore, discount store, department store,
supermarket, hypermarket, and shopping center are examples of large-scale retailers [3].
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Recently, the retail industries in Malaysia have been impacted by the COVID-19
pandemic. COVID-19 is a worldwide pandemic that has spread to 190 countries, with
an increasing death toll [4]. As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, many retailers or
small and medium-enterprise (SMEs) are struggling to stay afloat in the aftermath of the
global COVID-19 outbreak and Malaysia’s MCO, which has caused revenue losses of
50% or more for several SMEs [5].

Moreover,GlobalGDP is forecast to fall by 2.1%,whileGDP in developing countries
is expected to fall by 2.5% andGDP in high-income countries is expected to fall by 1.9%.
As a result of their extensive trade integration and the direct impact on tourism, countries
in East Asia and Pacific (EAP) such as Cambodia (3.2%), Singapore (2.1%), Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region of China (2.3%), Thailand (3%), Vietnam (2.7%), and
Malaysia (2.1%) are expected to suffer the greatest GDP losses under a global pandemic
scenario [6].

By implementing Machine Learning in retail site selection, it will help retailers to
determine which are the possible locations that have the best opportunity to deliver a
good return on investment [7]. Location is themost important role in business, a strategic
location will attract the customers by making products or services convenient, which has
a significant impact on market share and profitability [8]. Site selection considers a wide
range of ecological, social, and monetary variables that can often be restricted in site
selection [9]. The best site selection will effectively utilise the city’s assets while also
providing high network proficiency [10]. Thus, the project aims at using location profile,
demographic, and footfall information as input tomachine learningmodels and its output
would be the optimal recommendation for retail given a particular location.

The objective of this paperwas to construct an analytical dataset for retail-site recom-
mendation. Secondly, this paper aimed to employ machine learning models for optimal
recommendation of retail to site matching. Lastly, this paper also aimed to develop a
web-based app as front-end to the machine learning models.

2 Background Studies

2.1 Variables Related to Retail Site Selection

The features is an important factor to select a retail site. There are a lot of essential
variables that can the site of selection. Ting et al. [8] used many features to select a retail
site such as Point of Interest (POI), nearby property or neighbourhood, population and
education data. The features can be splitted into geographical features and demographic
features.

Geographical features is the variables which around the retail site, such as POI,
nearby property or neighbourhood and transportation. All of the location attractors are
referred to the features of location. Erbıyık et al. [11] said that providing a convenient
location for customers is important. Ting et al. [8] do an experiment by applying the food
and beverage data to the computer algorithm to predict the retail business in an area.
In the paper, the result shown that it has the highly mean accuracy. Therefore, there is
highly possible that existing strong dependencies between the retail business in an area
[8]. Wang et al. [7] used the geographical features including POI, Yellow Pages (YP),
iProperty, economy and education data, the author also used demographic features in the
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paper. The author used geographical features and demographic features to construct an
analytical dataset. The POI and YP data were categorised into many location features,
such as Chinese restaurants, fashion stores, bank and post office.

Demographic features which is the population in the area, the education data, the
economy data and POI customer number. These are the data that most of the researchers
using by selecting the retail site. It can be used on predicting the popularity of an area and
find out the optimal retail store. Xu et al. [12] train different machine learning models to
predict a retail site. The author used the geographical features and demographic features
which is POI and POI customer number to predict the customer of the retail site, the
retail site with the higher value means that the retail site has the highly potential to
open a new store. Therefore, the demographic features are very important for retail site
selection. Moreover, [13] used the nearby existing business data which is from social
media network to predict the “check-in” score for new retail site. In the paper, the author
focused on the food-related business, the data has been categorised into restaurant, bar,
pub and others. The author analyzed the visitor number of nearby business and train the
machine learning algorithm to predict the potential popularity of the retail site.

Table 1 shows the existing works on selecting the geographical and demographic
features for retail site selection.

2.2 Feature Selection

Recently, the amount of data available has exploded in terms of both sample size and
dimensionality in many machine learning applications [26]. These data usually have a
high number of dimensions, which makes data analysis and decision-making difficult
[27]. Therefore, utilization of the large-scale data is very important in the machine learn-
ing applications. It is possible that learning algorithms will become relatively sluggish
and even degenerate in their performance of learning tasks if there are too many noisy,
redundant, and irrelevant dimensions present. The majority of researchers will use fea-
ture selection on the data in order to increase the effectiveness of the learning algorithm.
This issue may be effectively handled with the help of feature selection, which is a
dimensionality reduction approach that removes unnecessary and superfluous data. It
can speed up computation, enhance learning accuracy, and make the learning model or
data more intelligible [27]. Feature selection methods can be classified into three general
types which is filter, wrapper and embedded methods according to the various search
strategies [25–27].

Table 2 shows the comparison of methods used in feature selection.

2.3 Site Selection Techniques

In site selection, different approaches will perform differently. Therefore, the researchers
have to determine the optimal approach as each approach has its set of advantages and
disadvantages [25]. The researchers will choose the different approaches based on the
different situation. Most of the researchers using five types of techniques to perform
retail site selection, which is Machine.
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Table 1. Summary of Variables Used in Existing Retail Site Selection Works

Learning, Deep Learning, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), Geographic Informa-
tion System (GIS) and Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution
(TOPSIS).

Machine Learning is a learning algorithm which can do the prediction with a large
amount of data. Machine learning model will calculate the weights of different factors
and compute the output of its prediction [35]. Besides that, Deep learning is a subfield
of machine learning that works with artificial neural networks, which are algorithms
inspired by the structure and function of the brain. Deep learning algorithms are built in
a hierarchy of increasing complexity and abstraction while traditional machine learning
are linear. Moreover, AHP is used to determine the weights of each criteria and compare
two alternatives pairwise, it will select optimal site for a specific objective from a range
of potential options [25]. Furthermore, Geospatial data describes both the location and
the attributes of spatial features, and geospatial data can be captured, stored, queried,
analysed, and displayed using Geographic Information System (GIS) [36]. As a visual
inspection approach,Geographic Information Systemoverlays various data on amap and
allows for analysis to beperformedon it [25]. Lastly,TOPSIS is amultiple criteriamethod
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Table 2. Comparison of Methods Used in Feature Selection

Table 3. Comparison of Techniques Used i Site Selection

Site Selection Techniques

Author Machine Learning Deep Learning AHP GIS TOPSIS

[25] ✓

[34] ✓

[38] ✓

[14] ✓ ✓

[39] ✓ ✓

[7] ✓ ✓

[40] ✓

[24] ✓

[41] ✓

[42] ✓ ✓

[12] ✓

that uses simultaneous minimization of distance from an ideal point and maximum of
distance from a nadir point to look for solutions from a finite set of alternatives [37].

Table 3 shows the existing works on site selection.
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3 Analytical Dataset

This section discusses the dataset and its source, all of the data will be used to construct
an analytical dataset to perform the prediction in this paper.

3.1 Source of Data

3.1.1 Point of Interest Data (Dpoi)

Point of Interest (POI) data is a dataset that consist a list of retail businesses in Malaysia
which is prior to 2022. The data were obtained from Yellow Pages which is an online
business directory. The POI dataset consists of 443, 041 rows with address, category,
latitude, longitude, retail name and State of retail.

3.1.2 Base Data (Dbase)

Base data is the subset of POI data that consist lists of retail business of interest, such
as restaurants and cafes. The information provided by base dataset are address, name of
retail business, latitude and longitude.

3.1.3 Residential Property Data (Dppt)

The residential property data is a list of properties which obtained from Brickz and
the data is from the Value and Property Services Department (JPPH). The residential
property data is ranged from 2000 to 2019 and it consists of 491, 721 rowswith residence
name, type and tenure of property, price of the property, latitude and longitude.

3.1.4 Population Data (Dpop)

The population data is a list of population in Malaysia and its source of population
data is Humanitarian Data Exchange (HDX). The information of population provided
by dataset are the total density population, men population, women population, women
of reproductive age population (ages 15–49), elderly population (ages 60+), children
population (ages 0–5), and youth population (ages 15–24).

3.1.5 Geospatial Data

The Geospatial data is a list of geographical details of Malaysia. The dataset is mainly
used to carry out the geocoding and reverse geocoding. It will show all of the information
in Malaysia from State to District and the coordinates of each State and District.

3.1.6 Competitor Data (Dcpt)

The competitor data is a dataset which is same with the POI data that consist a list of
retail businesses in Malaysia. It consists the address, category, latitude, longitude, retail
name and State of retail.

Table 4 shows the overview of data of this paper.
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Table 4. Overview of Data

Dataset Description Dimension

Base Data (Dbase) The retail business data, which include
different categories of retail data

1714, 4

Point of Interest Data (Dpoi) The nearby location features 443041, 6

Competitor Data (Dcpt) The nearby competitors 443041, 6

Residential Property Data (Dppt) The nearby residence and property 491721, 6

Population Data (Dpop) The population of men, women, women
of reproductive age, children, youth and
elderly

3855823, 8

Geospatial Data The geographical details of Malaysia 144, 17

3.2 Data Preprocessing

To ensure that the result can be a good performance, the data preprocessing is needed.
Data preprocessing can transform the raw data into a format which is usable and efficient.
There are many meaningless and missing data in a dataset. Therefore, the data cleaning
is needed to handle the missing data and noisy data. There are some missing values of
coordinates in Dpoi and Dppt have been dropped since the coordinates are important to
identify the location in this paper. Besides, the reverse geocoding has been implemented
in the Dbase by using the Geospatial Data, the City and State of the coordinates will be
generated by implementing reverse geocode. Lastly, there are some unimportant features
in Dppt has been filtered out.

3.3 Construction of Analytical Dataset

Algorithm 1 shows the steps to construct the analytical dataset. In this algorithm, the
input data is Dbase, Dpoi, Dppt, Dpop while the output will be the Danalytical which is the
analytical data. Dbase is the base data to merge the data with others data. Firstly, the
get-nearby-poi function is to get the nearby POI from the base data from the base data.
By passing the base data latitude and longitude, a nearby POI within 2.0 km will be
generated and the top 5 POI of all of the POI will be selected. Besides, a nearby POI
category within 2.0 km will be generated and the top 5 POI category of all the POI
category will be selected by using get-nearby-category function. After that, the nearby
property will be generated by using get-nearby-property function. The top 3 nearby
neighbourhoods will be generated by passing the latitude and longitude of base data and
all of the details of the nearby neighbourhoods will be shown.Moreover, the get-nearby-
population function is used to calculate the population density. The population density
of each neighbourhood will be generated through this function. Furthermore, the nearby
competitor within 2.0 km will be selected from the POI data. Lastly, Dbase, Dnearby_poi,
Dnearby_ppt, Dnearby_pop andDnearby_cpt will bemerged based on the latitude and longitude
and the output will be analytical dataset. In this project, all of the analytical dataset will
be appended together and construct as an analytical dataset.
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Algorithm 2 shows the steps to generate nearby POI data within 2.0 km of base data.
The haversine formula has been used in this algorithm to calculate the distance between
two sets of coordinates. After calculating the distance within 2.0 km, the Dpoi_within_2 km
will be subsetted from Dpoi and the counts of nearby points of interest may be extracted
by counting the frequencies. Then, the nearby POI within 2.0 km will be used to create
a new column, with counts of frequencies in each column. The top 5 POI with the most
counts of frequencies will be selected.
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Algorithm 3 shows the steps to generate the nearby POI category data within 2.0 km
of base data. After calculating the distance within 2.0 km of two sets of coordinates by
using haversine formula, the Dcategory_within_2 km will be subsetted from Dcategory and the
counts of nearby points of interest categorymay be extracted by counting the frequencies.
After that, the nearby POI category within 2.0 km will be used to create a new column,
with counts of frequencies in each column. The top 5 POI category with the most counts
of frequencies will be selected.

Algorithm 4 shows the algorithm to generate the nearby neighbourhoods within
2.0 km of base data. The L and Dppt are the input of this algorithm while the output will
beDnearby_ppt. By utilising the haversine formula, the nearby neighbourhoodswhich have
the short distance with base dataset will be generated. In this paper, the top 3 nearby
neighbourhood will be selected and all the detail of each neighbourhood will be shown.
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Algorithm 5 shows the function to calculate the population density of each neigh-
bourhood. In the function, the population densitywithin 2.0 kmof nearby neighbourhood
will be summed up and all details of population density will be shown.

Algorithm 6 shows the function to generate the nearby competitor within 2.0 km
of base data. The Dpoi and L will be the input of the function and the output will be
Dnearby_competitor. The nearby POI within 2.0 kmwill be generated by utilising the haver-
sine formula. From Dpoi_within_2 km, users are able to selected the specific competitors
(Table 5).

4 Methodology

4.1 Feature Selection

There are five types of feature selection models will be performed in this study, which
included Boruta, Recursive Feature Elimination, Lasso, Fisher’s Score and Information
Gain. All the score of feature selection models with be ranked with descending order.
The top 5 to 20 feature scores with be selected to train the models. Before the feature
selection, the SMOTE process will be performed. SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-
Sampling Technique) is a technique that used to deal with the unbalanced classification
problems.
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Table 5. Features and Description of Analytical Dataset

Feature Description

address The address of the retail store

lat Latitude of the retail store

lng Longitude of the retail store

point_name Name of the retail store

city City of the retail store

state State of the retail store

Top 5 Point of Interest Top 5 point of interest for each base data

Top 3 Nearby Neighbourhoods Top 3 nearby neighbourhoods’ details of the retail store,
which includes name of neighbourhood, latitude,
longitude, tenure of neighbourhood, type of
neighbourhood and median price of neighbourhood

Population of Each Neighbourhood The population density of each neighbourhood, which
includes total density population, men population, women
population, women of reproductive age population (ages
15–49), elderly population (ages 60 +), children
population (ages 0–5), and youth population (ages 15–24)

Nearby Competitor Nearby competitor for each base data

4.2 Model Construction and Evaluation

There are several classificationmodels will be trained in this project. All themodels were
trained by using the important feature that selected by feature selection models. The
classification models that chosen in this project are Random Forest Classifier, XGBoost
Classifier, Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes Classifier, Decision Tree Classifier and
MLP Classifier. By using different numbers of top features that selected by feature
selection models, the machine learning models will be trained repeatedly. Parameters
will be tuned by iteratively training the models with different parameters to identify the
best setting for parameters to ensure the models perform at their best. Besides, the label
encoder will be used to train the classification models, the non-numeric features will be
converted to numeric features through label encoder.

After the model construction, the model evaluation will be performed. For classifica-
tion in this study, accuracy score, precision, recall and F1 Score will be used to evaluate
the models.

Accuracy = TN + TP

TP + FP + TN + FN

Precision = TP

TP + FP

Recall = TP

TP + FN
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Table 6. Combination of Analytical Dataset (F&B)

Dataset Point Name

1 KFC, Nando’s, Starbucks

2 KFC, Starbucks, Pizza Hut

3 Mcdonald’s, KFC, Secret Recipe

4 Mcdonald’s, Pizza Hut, Starbucks

5 Pizza Hut, Nando’s, Secret Recipe

6 KFC, Starbucks, Secret Recipe

7 Mcdonald’s, Nando’s, Starbucks

8 KFC, Mcdonald’s, Starbucks

9 KFC, Pizza Hut, Secret Recipe

10 Mcdonald’s, Secret Recipe, Nando’s

F1 Score = 2

(
Precision · Recall
Precision+ Recall

)

4.3 Experiment Setting

In this study, five machine learning models and one deep learning model will be devel-
oped based on the analytical dataset. There is total 6 main point_name to predict through
the classificationmodels, which is KFC, Nando’s, Starbucks,Mcdonald’s, Pizza Hut and
Secret Recipe. These 6 mains point_name will be generated into 10 sets of analytical
datasets. Table 6 shows that the combination of 6 main point_name.

The classification models that will be trained in this project are Random Forest
Classifier, XGBoost Classifier, Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes Classifier, Decision
Tree Classifier and MLP Classifier. The models will be trained repeatedly by using
different numbers of top features that selected by five different feature selection. Once
the models have been trained, the results will be compared to each other’s to find out the
best result. Table 7 shows the experiment setting of this study.

5 Findings

This section will discuss the results and findings of this study and aims to highlight the
average performance as well as the best performing model.

5.1 Performance of Retail Site Selection

5.1.1 Machine Learning

Through classification, the better performance can be achieved at around 94%. The fig-
ures below show that the accuracy trend of classification models of the highest accuracy
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Table 7. Experiment Setting.

Fig. 1. Accuracy Trend of All Machine Learning Models (Boruta)

dataset by using different top features that selected by five type of feature selection
(Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5).

To conclude the overall performance on classification analysis, the highest accuracy
score of each classification model is shown in the Tables 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.

By using the selected features by Boruta, XGBoost Classifier has achieve the highest
accuracy score which is 0.9467 with 20 features. The runner-up model, Random Forest
Classifier has the accuracy score of 0.9283 with 20 features.

By using the selected features by RFE, XGBoost Classifier has achieve the highest
accuracy score among all models constructed, which is 0.9417 with 14 features. The
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Fig. 2. Accuracy Trend of All Machine Learning Models (RFE)

Fig. 3. Accuracy Trend of All Machine Learning Models (Lasso)

Fig. 4. Accuracy Trend of All Machine Learning Models (Fisher’s Score)

Fig. 5. Accuracy Trend of All Machine Learning Models (Information Gain)
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Table 8. Performance of Machine Learning Models (Boruta)

Table 9. Performance of Machine Learning Models (RFE)

runner-up model, Random Forest Classifier has the accuracy score of 0.9217 with 14
features.

By using the selected features by Lasso, XGBoost Classifier has achieve the highest
accuracy among all models constructed, which is 0.8983 with 20 features. The runner-up
model, Random Forest Classifier has the accuracy score of 0.8967 with 17 features.

Random Forest Classifier has achieved the highest accuracy among all models con-
structed by using the selected features by Fisher’s Score, which is 0.8700 with 19 fea-
tures. The runner-up model, XGBoost Classifier has the accuracy score of 0.8600 with
20 features.

XGBoost Classifier has achieve the highest accuracy among all models constructed
by using the selected features by Information Gain, which is 0.9350 with 13 features.
The runner-up model, Random Forest Classifier has the accuracy score of 0.9100 with
10 features.
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Table 10. Performance of Machine Learning Models (Lasso)

Table 11. Performance of Machine Learning Models (Fisher’s Score)

Through the machine learning models that trained using five different feature selec-
tion models, XGBoost consistently achieve the highest accuracy score. Moreover, Ran-
dom Forest Classifier as the runner-up model also achieve higher accuracy score than
others machine learning models.

5.1.2 Deep Learning

Through MLP Classifier, the better performance can be achieved at around 56%. The
figures below show that the accuracy trend of classification models of different dataset
by using different top features that selected by Boruta (Fig. 6).

Dataset 10 has achieved the highest accuracy score among all dataset, the highest
accuracy score of dataset 10 is 0.5600 with 18 features. Besides, Dataset 6 also has a
high accuracy score of 0.5150 with 17 features.
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Table 12. Performance of Machine Learning Models (Information Gain)

Fig. 6. Accuracy Trend of MLP Classifier (Boruta)

5.2 Deployed Dashboard

In this study, a web-based dashboard will be deployed to show the output of predictive
model by using Streamlit. The highest accuracy model among all the predictive models
will be chosen as the model of the dashboard.

The model that selected as the predictive model of dashboard is XGBoost Classifier
with top 20 features by using Boruta Feature Selection and the dataset that chosen is
dataset 5 which is the combination of Pizza Hut, Nando’s and Secret Recipe as the base
data. The figure below shows that the overview of dashboard. The dashboard enables
users to view all of the POI and details of nearby properties by clicking on the map. The
map is interactive which allows users to drag and zoom the map for a better view of the
map. Moreover, once the map is clicked or selected, the coordinate of the pinpoint will
be prompt with its longitude and latitude for its exact location (Fig. 7).

6 Conclusion

This paper had aimed to construct the analytical datasets to construct the models for
retail site selection. The raw datasets were obtained from different sources and trans-
formed into analytical datasets. Feature Selection was done in this paper to select the
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Fig. 7. Interactive Map of Dashboard

important features, using Boruta, Recursive Feature Elimination, Lasso, Fisher’s Score
and Information Gain. Besides, the models were evaluated by using accuracy score,
precision, recall and F1 Score. Lastly, the dashboard has been deployed by using the
highest accuracy model.

The techniques and approaches used throughout this paper have built a foundation
in retail site selection. Despite the potential shown, the work of this research study
is fraught with challenges. Future works of the paper should consider including other
related features and variables. The retail market is seemingly more complex as it tends to
be affected by factors with the exception of the features considered in this paper. Some
of the geographical and demographic features should be consider as the future research
in this paper, such as nearby transportation, education and economy features.
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